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By Jay Rogers 
Published July 9, 2011

KILLING PLACE:

A Eve’s Clinic and Referral Service
3900 Northwest 79th Avenue #575
Miami, FL 33166

Home:

2101 Brickell Ave, Apt 2806
Miami, FL 33129
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DOB: 06/16/1956

This practitioner currently holds staff privileges at the following hospital/medical/health institutions:

Pan American Hospital, Miami

This practitioner has indicated the following additional state licensure: Pennsylvania, Ohio, New York

1. CorporationWiki map

Young mother’s death brings lawsuit
Tuesday, December 18, 2001
By Torsten Ove, Pittsburgh Post-Gazette Staff Writer

Abortionist committed 10 incidents of malpractice

The family of a Cranberry woman who died after surgery at UPMC Passavant Hospital following a miscarriage
has filed a wrongful death suit against the doctor who performed the procedure, saying he improperly started the
operation in his North Hills office and was unprepared for the emergency that resulted.

The suit also charges that the doctor, Gerald Applegate, has a history of hospital suspensions and malpractice
lawsuits and was under suspension by Magee-Womens Hospital at the time of the operation.  In addition, it says
Applegate lied about his previous lawsuits when he applied for staff privileges at Passavant, and that Passavant
knew about Applegate’s problems and allowed him to stay on the staff.

http://www.corporationwiki.com/graphs/roamer.aspx?id=27597969
http://www.post-gazette.com/regionstate/20011218suitreg4p4.asp
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The suit was filed yesterday in Allegheny County Common Pleas Court by David K. Speicher, whose wife,
Julie, died at Passavant on Feb. 27, 2000, after Applegate’s second attempt to remove the fetus. Also named as
defendants are Passavant, Magee and UPMC Health System.

Applegate, a prominent abortion doctor with offices on Perry Highway in Wexford, could not be reached for
comment. A UPMC spokesman said officials could not comment on pending litigation.

Julie Speicher, who had two children with David, was expecting their third in June 2000. But when she went to
the doctor for her monthly checkup on Feb. 24, 2000, the fetus was dead. Applegate decided to perform the
removal procedure, called an evacuation, in his office. When complications arose and Speicher stopped
breathing, Applegate called 911. Paramedics inserted a breathing tube and took her to Passavant.

On Feb. 25, Applegate tried to evacuate the fetus again. But Speicher’s condition deteriorated and the next day
she died. The Allegheny County coroner’s office classified the death as “therapeutic misadventure.” She was 32
and left behind her husband, their son, Adam, 6, and daughter, Alyssa, 4.

The suit says Applegate should have begun the operation in a hospital because he and his staff were unable to
deal with an emergency in the office. The doctor had no nurse anesthetist, did not monitor Speicher’s vital signs,
did no blood testing and, when Speicher stopped breathing, didn’t know how to intubate her because he’d never
done it, according to the suit. The doctor also did not perform a procedure called osmotic dilation to soften the
cervix, which the suit said is a mandatory precaution in second trimester evacuations.

Applegate, who still has staff privileges at Passavant and Magee, had been under a three-month suspension by
Magee at the time of the procedure, according to the suit, because of failure to respond to pages to deliver
babies. He didn’t tell Speicher about the suspension, however, and used a Magee consent form for the procedure.
Because Magee operated the obstetrics unit at Passavant, according to the suit, Applegate’s suspension at Magee
meant he should have been prevented from using the Passavant facility.

According to the suit, he also used his own equipment at Passavant, a violation of hospital policy. The suit
alleges that Applegate lied on his original 1993 application for privileges at Passavant by claiming he had no
lawsuits against him when he actually had five. He was kept on junior active status for three years instead of one
because he had 43 violations for failure to complete hospital charts on time, the suit says. In all, Applegate has
had nine medical malpractice lawsuits brought against him in 10 years and has changed insurance carriers three
times, according to the suit, but Passavant did not suspend him.

References: Torsten Ove. “Young Mother’s Death Brings Lawsuit.” Pittsburgh Post-Gazette, December 18,
2001; “Abortion Practitioner Sued for Killing Woman After Miscarriage.” Pittsburgh Post-Gazette, December
18, 2001; Steven Ertelt’s Pro-Life Infonet at http://www.prolifeinfo.org/infonet.html, December 19, 2001.
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Dr. Francis Schaeffer - A Christian Manifesto (DVD)

That Swiss Hermit Strikes Again!

Dr. Schaeffer, who was one of the most influential Christian thinkers in the twentieth century, shows that secular
humanism has displaced the Judeo-Christian consensus that once defined our nation’s moral boundaries. Law,
education, and medicine have all been reshaped for the worse as a consequence. America’s dominant worldview
changed, Schaeffer charges, when Christians weren’t looking.

Schaeffer lists two reasons for evangelical indifference: a false concept of spirituality and fear. He calls on
believers to stand against the tyranny and moral chaos that come when humanism reigns-and warns that
believers may, at some point, be forced to make the hard choice between obeying God or Caesar. A Christian
Manifesto is a thought-provoking and bracing Christian analysis of American culture and the obligation
Christians have to engage the culture with the claims of Christ.

Special discount price:
DVD $19.95 USD

 

(We accept PayPal and all major credit cards.)

Click here for more information

The Silent Scream (DVD) Eight Languages

“When the lives of the unborn are snuffed out, they often feel pain, pain that is long and agonizing.” – President
Ronald Reagan to National Religious Broadcasters Convention, January 1981

http://www.forerunner.com/video/francis-schaeffer-a-christian-manifesto-dvd
http://www.forerunner.com/video/francis-schaeffer-a-christian-manifesto-dvd
http://www.forerunner.com/video/the-silent-scream-dvd-eight-languages
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Ronald Reagan became convinced of this as a result of watching The Silent Scream – a movie he considered so
powerful and convicting that he screened it at the White House.

The modern technology of real-time ultrasound now reveals the actual responses of a 12-week old fetus to being
aborted. As the unborn child attempts to escape the abortionist’s suction curette, her motions can be seen to
become desperately agitated and her heart rate doubles. Her mouth opens – as if to scream – but no sound can
come out. Her scream doesn’t have to remain silent, however … not if you will become her voice. This newly
re-mastered version features eight language tracks and two bonus videos.

“… a high technology “Uncle Tom’s Cabin” arousing public opinion just as Harriet Beecher Stowe’s 1852
antislavery novel ignited the abolitionist movement.” – Sen. Gordon Humphrey, Time Magazine

Languages: English, Spanish, French, South Korean, Chinese, Russian, Portuguese, Japanese

Running Time: 28 minutes

Special discount price:
DVD $17.95 USD

 

(We accept PayPal and all major credit cards.)

Click here for more information

God's Law and Society (DVD)

Download the Free Study Guide!

God’s Law and Society powerfully presents a comprehensive worldview based upon the ethical system found in
the Law of God.

Speakers include: R.J. Rushdoony, George Grant, Howard Phillips, R.C. Sproul Jr., Ken Gentry, Gary DeMar,
Jay Grimstead, Steven Schlissel, Andrew Sandlin, Eric Holmberg, and more!

Sixteen Christian leaders and scholars answer some of the most common questions and misconceptions related
to this volatile issue:

1. Are we under Law or under Grace?
2. Does the Old Testament Law apply today?
3. Can we legislate morality?
4. What are the biblical foundations of government?
5. Was America founded as a Christian nation?

http://www.forerunner.com/video/the-silent-scream-dvd-eight-languages
http://www.forerunner.com/video/gods-law-and-society-dvd
https://www.forerunner.com/law/glsbook.pdf
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6. What about the separation of Church and State?
7. Is neutrality a myth?
8. What about non-Christians and the Law of God?
9. Would there be “freedom” in a Christian republic?
10. What would a “Christian America” look like?

Perfect for group instruction as well as personal Bible study.

Ten parts, over four hours of instruction!

Running Time: 240 minutes

Watch over 60 on-line video interviews from God’s Law and Society.

Special discount price:
DVD $19.95 USD

 

(We accept PayPal and all major credit cards.)

Click here for more information

Frank Schaeffer Will You Please Shut Up! (Book)

High Quality Paperback — 200 pages

A Reasonable Response to Christian Postmodernism

Includes a response to the book Christian Jihad by Colonel V. Doner

The title of this book is a misnomer. In reality, I am not trying to get anyone to shut up, but rather to provoke a
discussion. This book is a warning about the philosophy of “Christian postmodernism” and the threat that it
poses not only to Christian orthodoxy, but to the peace and prosperity our culture as well. The purpose is to
equip the reader with some basic principles that can be used to refute their arguments.

Part 1 is a response to some of the recent writings by Frank Schaeffer, the son of the late Francis Schaeffer. This
was originally written as a defense against Frank’s attacks on pro-life street activism – a movement that his
father helped bring into being through his books, A Christian Manifesto, How Should We Then Live? and
Whatever Happened to the Human Race? These works have impacted literally hundreds of thousands of
Christian activists.

https://www.forerunner.com/law/law.html
http://www.forerunner.com/video/gods-law-and-society-dvd
http://www.forerunner.com/video/frank-schaeffer-will-you-please-shut-up-book
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Part 2 is a response to Colonel Doner and his book, Christian Jihad: Neo-Fundamentalists and the Polarization
of America. Doner was one of the key architects of the Christian Right that emerged in the 1980s, who now
represents the disillusionment and defection many Christian activists experienced in the 1990s and 2000s. There
is still great hope for America to be reformed according to biblical principles. As a new generation is emerging,
it is important to recognize the mistakes that Christian activists have made in the past even while holding to a
vision for the future.

Special discount price:
(Book) $14.95 USD

 

(We accept PayPal and all major credit cards.)

Click here for more information

A Revival Account: Asbury 1970 (DVD)

What is true Revival and Spiritual Awakening?

Discover the answer in this eyewitness account by Dennis Kinlaw, President of Asbury College, Wilmore,
Kentucky, who recounts the story of a visitation of the Holy Spirit in 1970. This is the presentation that has
continued to spark the flames of Revival in the hearts of people around the world. Contains eyewitness footage
from the Revival at Asbury College in 1970 in Wilmore, Kentucky.

Certain to challenge you to greater holiness and a deeper commitment to full-scale revival. Original news and
private footage has been included. If you are a student who longs to see a spiritual awakening at your school,
you must see this video!

“This simple video does a wonderful job of conveying something of God’s heart and power, Everyone we have
ever shown this to has received an immediate impartation of faith for revival and the power of prayer.”
— Bob and Rose Weiner, Weiner Ministries Int’l

Running Time: 40 minutes

Special discount price:
DVD $19.95 USD

 

(We accept PayPal and all major credit cards.)

Click here for more information

http://www.forerunner.com/video/frank-schaeffer-will-you-please-shut-up-book
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The Abortion Matrix
DVD: Update

The Abortion
Matrix:
Defeating Child
Sacrifice and the
Culture of Death
is a 195-minute
presentation that
traces the biblical
roots of child
sacrifice and then
delves into the social,
political and cultural
fall-out that this sin
against God has
produced. You can
order this series on
DVD, read the
complete script and
view clips on-line...
continued ...
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